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Highlights of the Paper 

• Explores wealth trends in the United States from 1983 to 2013 on the 
basis of the Survey of Consumer Finances, with particular attention to 
the middle class, defined as the three middle income quintiles and to 
the 2007-2010 and 2010-2013 periods. 

 

• The paper has two parts 
1. background on wealth trends in the United States from 1962 to 2013 

2. a decomposition of wealth trends for the 1983-2013 period into changes 
real rates of return on wealth, household income, the savings rate, and net 
inheritances and gifts. 
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Definition of Wealth 

• Wealth is defined as marketable wealth, which is the current value of all 
marketable or fungible assets less current debt. 

 

• Assets include 1) housing, 2) other real estate, 3) bank deposits, certificates of 
deposit, money market accounts, 4( financial securities, 5) defined contribution 
pension plans, 6) corporate stock and mutual funds, and 8) trust fund equity.  

  

• Liabilities are 1) mortgage debt, 2) consumer debt, and 3) other debt such as 
student loans. 

  

• Excluded from assets consumer durables like cars and furniture, defined 
contribution pension plans and Social Security 
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Wolff Addresses Four Issues: 

1. What happened to the median wealth of Americans, particularly 
from 2007 to 2013? 

 

2. Did wealth inequality rise over the Great Recession?  

 

3. Did the debt of the middle class increase? 

 

4. What are the trends in homeownership and share equity?  
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Wolff Puts Forward Six Puzzles 

1. Why did median wealth surge from 2001 to 2007 while median income was 
stagnant? 

 

2. Why was wealth inequality flat in the 2001-2007 period when income 
inequality grew? 

 

3. Why was there such a sharp plunge (44 per cent) in median wealth between 
2007 and 2010 despite a moderate drop in median income and smaller 
declines in housing and stock prices? 

 

4. Why was there such a steep increase in wealth inequality between 2010 and 
2013 when income inequality fell and the ratio of stocks to housing prices was 
unchanged? 
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Wolff Puts Forward Six Puzzles (continued) 

5. Why has median (and mean) income failed to recover between 2010 and 2013 
when asset prices surged?  

 

6. Was has income inequality increased so little between 2010 and 2013 when 
income inequality shot up and the ratio of stock prices to housing prices 
increased 29 per cent? 

 

• Wolff argues that most of these puzzles are explained by the high leverage of 
the middle class, especially strong gains in median worth from 2001 to 2007. 

 

• Massive deleverage since 2007, house ownership fell from 77 per cent to 68 
per cent for middle class and pension accounts from 53 per cent to 46 per cent. 
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Specific Comments 

1. What is the best definition of wealth from the point of view of well-
being and economic security? 

 

2. What is the household? Treatment of unattached individuals, adult 
children living at home, multi-generational families. 

 

3. Does the middle class really do down to an annual household 
income of $30,000. Does it stop at $90,000? 

 

4.  Should household wealth be equivalized like income? 
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Specific Comments (continued) 

5. Does a definition of wealth that excludes defined pension plans result in a biased 
trend of wealth over time when the share of the population with such plans is falling 
and the incidence of defined contribution plans, which are counted in wealth, is rising? 

 

6. Does the exclusion of house prices for non-metropolitan areas affect the overall price 
trend for house prices? 

 

7. What is the region dimension to trends in wealth in the United States? 

 

8. How can there be no increase in the Gini coefficient for net worth from 1989 to 2001 
where mean wealth growth was three times median wealth growth (3.0 per cent per 
year versus 1.1 per cent)? 

 

9. Why is the Gini coefficient for income around 55 per cent? This is much higher that 
other Gini coefficients for the United States 
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General Comments 

1. Should increased home ownership be a goal of public policy? 

 

2. What have been the political implications of the trends in wealth 
inequality? 

 

3. What are the implications of a low interest environment for wealth 
trends?   
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Figure 1. Mean and Median Net Worth (in thousands, 2013 dollars) 
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Figure 2. Mean and Median Household Income (in thousands, 2013 dollars) 
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Figure 3. Wealth and Income Inequality (Gini coefficients) 
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